KU community fighting hunger

The University of Kansas community will collaborate in an effort to provide 30,000 meals for families in Lawrence and Douglas County. The fourth annual KU Fights Hunger Food Drive will run Sept. 9-23. Both canned food and monetary donations are sought.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

Vice chancellor to step down

University of Kansas Provost Jeff Vitter and Edwards Campus Vice Chancellor Bob Clark announced Tuesday that Clark will leave his vice chancellor position effective Dec. 31 after 15 years of service.
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Speakers to examine health care in Latin America

A symposium hosted by the University of Kansas Center of Latin American Studies will feature a variety of speakers on health in Latin America. This one-day event will bring together people from the KU Lawrence campus, KU Medical Center and area schools to share their work related to a range of health care issues important in the U.S. and Latin America.
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KU names Senior Administrative Fellows

Nine University of Kansas faculty members have been named Senior Administrative Fellows for 2012-2013. The Senior Administrative Fellows program allows select faculty members to learn more about senior administration in higher education by meeting with senior administrators, visiting administrative units across campus, discussing national trends in academia and
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TODAY'S EVENTS

PUBLIC EVENT

Sand Mandala

Wednesday, Sept. 5
11:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Spencer Museum of Art, 317

View all events
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@kunews: #KU's public radio station, @Kprnews, to celebrate 60 years on air w/concerts, events, Garrison Keillor @prairie_home http://ow.ly/dtO4v
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Sacramento Bee (September 5, 2012)
President of Colombia to visit KU
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developing their leadership skills.
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